
Job Description || Marketing and Social Media Lead

The opportunity

As Marketing and Social Media Lead at Jadu, you will report directly to the CEO. With your experience, you will be

responsible for building brand awareness and optimize content while creating and executing marketing plans.

What you will be doing

● Define, execute and track social media strategy to increase brand awareness with Jadu and promotional

partners

● Maintain deep understanding of social media metrics and data analysis and ownership of data touchpoints

● Build and continuously evolve social media strategies that grow paid and organic engagement, followers,

and brand awareness across Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, Reddit, and TikTok

● Managing, creating, and publishing original, high-quality content on social platforms such as Twitter,

Instagram, LinkedIn, Telegram, YouTube, Reddit, and Tiktok

● Manage press releases, content schedules, promotional collaborations, branding and copy consistency

● Stay at the forefront of industry trends and news across social media to advise content development,

social tactics, and overall strategy

● Administering social media accounts to ensure up-to-date content

● Collaborate with community, content, account management, legal, PR and others to optimize engagement

and growth

● Develop and own multiple team KPIs for social media strategy to drive results toward our business goals

● Engage with press as needed

What we’re looking for

● Superior written and verbal communication skills - Excellent organizational skills and attention to detail

● Understanding of the business applications of social media platforms, including Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn, YouTube, Instagram, and others



● Work experience in marketing/social media

● Experience managing partnerships and collaborations

● Experience working with enterprise social media management platforms

● A creative mindset that shows through your work

● Familiarity with major social media platforms

● Develop and own multiple team KPIs for social media strategy to drive results toward our business goals

Nice to Have

● Web3 Knowledge

● Experience managing NFT or Crypto related social media accounts

● Understanding of Crypto Culture

About Jadu

Jadu is the definitive Web3 Augmented Reality platform and recently raised a $7 million seed round to fuel the

development of the Mirrorverse, a world-scale AR game world, launching later this year.

Jadu’s mission is to create a world-scale mobile AR platform that lets players build and control Metaverse IP for

real-world adventures in the ever-expanding Mirrorverse. We've created a fun, intuitive way for 3D NFTs to become

playable characters in our mobile AR app and have begun creating 3D NFT items that work cross-functionally with

any 3D NFT avatar.

Our first item, a Jadu Jetpack, sold out in 20 seconds and has more than 30x in value since release. You can check

out the trading volume, current pricing, etc on the NFT marketplace OpenSea. Jadu’s sophomore NFT collection

Jadu Hoverboards made $4.4M in primary sales and have since been trading fervently in the secondary market. The

Jadu Hoverboard collection features ultra-rare Hoverboards created in collaboration with cultural icons including

seven-time Formula One world champion, Lewis Hamilton; Canadian musician and internet sensation, GRIMES;

legendary American rapper, Snoop Dogg; visual artist, Mimi Onuoha and NFT curator, Trippy. Jadu’s earlier

collection Jadu Jetpacks, combined with Hoverboards, bring the company’s total NFT market cap to over $40M.

Jadu has gone from releasing headset-based narrative AR at Sundance and Tribeca to building educational AR with

Serena Williams to building a volumetric AR app with artists like Lil Nas X, K Camp & Pussy Riot. The team has 40 XR

projects under its belt and is widely considered pioneers in the AR space with their work being taught at

institutions like UC Berkeley and USC.

Our company is growing, join us.

About Asad J. Malik

https://jadu.ar/seed-round
https://jadu.ar/jetpacks
https://opensea.io/collection/jadu-jetpack?search[sortAscending]=true&search[sortBy]=PRICE&collectionSlug=jadu-jetpack


Asad J. Malik is an augmented reality pioneer and CEO of Jadu, the definitive Web 3 AR platform combining magic

& technology. Asad and his team are building an AR world where players have ownership and adventures with 3D

NFTs. Jadu originally launched as an AR hologram app, working with musicians and icons like Serena Williams, Lil

Nas X, Josh Richards, and Pussy Riot to deliver the most advanced AR experience available on mobile. His

critically-acclaimed and globally exhibited narrative storytelling projects Terminal 3 and A Jester’s Tale premiered at

Tribeca and Sundance Film Festivals, positioning Asad as a visionary in the space before completing his

undergraduate degree. Asad was named one of Variety’s 10 Innovators to Watch, Rolling Stone’s Future 25, Forbes’

30 Under 30, and Adweek’s Young Influentials and also made The Independent’s Filmmakers to Watch list. He now

sits on the Board of Trustees for Bennington College as a recent graduate.


